A new theorem concerning some summability factors of infinite series is proved. Other results, some of them known, are also deduced.
Introduction
Let J2 an be an infinite series of partial sums s". Let o" and nôn denote the zzth Cesàro mean of order <5(<5 > -1) of the sequences {sn} and {nan} respectively. Theseries J2an is said to be absolutely summable (C, Ô) with index k , or simply summable |C,r5|K, k > 1, if If we take p" = 1, then \N, p"\k summability is equivalent to \C, l\k summability. \N, p"\i is the same as \N, p"\. In general, the two summability methods |C,¿% and \N, p"\k are not comparable.
Here we give the following new definition: Let {tpn} be any sequence of positive real constants. The series \\lan is said to be summable \N, p", <pn\k , k > 1, if oo j>*-I|r1,-7'l,_ir*<oo. If ¿~^,an is summable, \C, l\k, then it is also summable \N, p"\k, k>l.
Theorem 2. Let {pn} be a sequence of positive real constants such that it satisfies
(1-1). If LZan is summable \N, pn\k, then it is also summable \C, l\k .
We prove the following: 
This completes the proof of the theorem.
3. Applications Corollary 1. // (3.1) (i)/?«0« = 0(P"¿7"), then the series ¿"^¿z" is summable \N, qn, q>n\k> whenever it is summable \Ñ ,pn,<pn\k, k>l, and tp" = 0(¿/>").
The proof follows from Theorem 3 by putting e" = 1.
Corollary 2. //(3.1) is satisfied, then the series Ylan is summable \N, q"\k whenever it is summable \N, pn\k , k > 1.
The proof follows from Corollary 1 by putting tp" = Q"/qn = OiPn/pn) ■ Corollary 3 (Theorems 1 and 2). 7/" (1.1) is satisfied, then the series ^¿z" is summable \C, l\k if and only if it is summable \N, p"\k , k>l.
Proof. (=^) follows from Corollary 2 by putting p" = 1 . i<=) follows from Corollary 2 by putting qn = 1. (ii) Ae" = 0(1/«), then the series J2an^n is summable \C, l\k, whenever J2an is summable \C, l\k, k>\.
The proof follows from Corollary 4 by putting p" = qn = I, tp" = n .
